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In attendance: M. McClure, D. DiPietro, J. Hackworth, A. Loeffler, D. Tompa, J. Nehlsen, K.J. Walker, A. 

DiClaudio, L. Ashbaugh, D. DiNinno, A. Coudriet, T. Nix, D. Zolkowski, M. Plance, E. Hewitt, R. Rizzo 

Visitors: K. Zangrille, J. Ketler, C. DelRosso  

I. Elementary School Updates – Mrs. Plance and Mr. Zolkowski provided an update including a 
review of events that have occurred at the elementary schools over the past few months.  

 
II. Sports/Club Update – Ms. Nix discussed the new WPIAL classifications.  Data pertaining to 

the maximum number of athletes that were involved with the weight trainer. 
 
III. Musical Update – Mr. DiClaudio reported that ticket sales were low this year.  He also 

reported that dress rehearsals are going really well.  The three students who qualified for 
PMEA were also acknowledged by Mr. DiClaudio, with an open invitation to attend the 
event. 

 
IV. Spring Calendar – A review of events on the spring calendar for the remainder of the year 

was provided. 
 

V. Athletic Director Update – Ms. Nix reported that we are down to two candidates, one of 
which is an internal candidate.  Dr. Loeffler, Mrs. Ashbaugh, and Mr. DiClaudio confirmed 
attendance for the interviews.  The board asked to receive resumes in advance of the 
interviews. 
 

VI. Bully Prevention Data – Ms. Nix went over bully prevention data, policies and incidents.  
Mrs. Plance and Mrs. Ketler shared data to date.  Mr. DiClaudio asked that we give updated 
bullying numbers at every student life meeting.  Mrs. Ashbaugh cautioned the board about 
protocol for parent complaints.  Mrs. Walker proposed that we hold a discussion concerning 
merging the two elementary schools. A Tenth Street parent also confirmed that she would 
like the board to consider merging the two elementary schools to distribute equal 
opportunity between the buildings.  She said that new parents are in favor of this.  Dr. 
DiNinno handed out a number sheet showing what class sizes would be in the buildings 
were they to merge.  The board will discuss this in the future, but not for the 16-17 school 
year.  There will be a determination about how to do a feasibility study. 
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VII. Employee non-resident tuition – Mr. Hackworth gave a history of the discussions concerning 

non-resident tuition.  He explained how tuition rates were set in the past.  Mr. DiClaudio 
asked if we did it for one year, would we need to do it every year.  Dr. DiNinno will be 
conducting an employee survey on this matter and share results. 

 
VIII. Marketing update – the board received a proposal from an outside company pertaining to 

marketing for their review. 
 

    

 

 

 


